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Wynn Macau

Hotel lobby

W

ynn Macau occupies a
premiere position on
Avenida Da Amizade

(Friendship Avenue) directly across the street
from Hotel Lisboa, approximately 3.3 km
from the Macau Ferry Terminal. The property
is located adjacent to the Taipa Bridge, the
gateway to Taipa Island, home of the Macau
International Airport. This premiere location
will not only give Wynn Macau’s guests
some of the most beautiful views in all of
Macau, but with its close proximity to the
Hotel Lisboa, Macau Ferry Terminal and
many of the historic sites located around the
city centre.

WYNN

management company
Wynn Resorts, Limited
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construction management
Leighton China State
overall design
Wynn Design & Development
executive vice president of construction
William T. Nisbet
executive vice president of design
Roger P. Thomas
executive vice president of architecture
DeRuyter O. Butler
concept architecture
Wang & O. Yung
principal interior design
Hirsch Bedner Associates, Los Angeles
landscape architecture
St. Legére Design International Ltd., Hong Kong
restaurant concept and development
Hirsch Bedner Associates, Los Angeles

Performance lake
Pool garden
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Typical floor plan, Grand/Deluxe Rooms

Floor plan, 1 bedroom suite
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Grand Deluxe Rooms

Sky Suite

Resort rooms
All of the rooms at Wynn Macau offer deluxe
appointments, including pillowtop Wynn
signature beds, European linens, individual
bedside lighting and drapery controls, inroom entertainment featuring flat screen
television and high-speed Internet access.
Wynn Macau has a total of 600 rooms and
suites. Guests checking into the hotel will
arrive at one of two distinct entrances; the
Main Entrance or the Wynn Club Entrance.
Within them, there are 360 deluxe rooms
and 100 grand deluxe rooms with an average
56 sq m of luxury living space. Both kinds of
room have Wynn signature pillowtop bed
with fine Italian linens, serene soaking tub,
etc.
The resort also has 120 one-bedroom
suites and 20 two-bedroom suites. Onebedroom suites have an average 185 sq m of
lavishly appointed bedroom and
entertainment space, with stunning views of
the Nam Van Lake and the glittering Macau
skyline. Wynn signature pillowtop king-size
bed with fine Italian linens, complete private
bar and seating areas are also provided.

Sky Suite Bath
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Sky Casino lift lobby

While two-bedroom suites have the

dining room. Each bedroom has a

choices of lake suites and sky suites. With an

combination of ‘his and hers’ bath with

average 278 sq m of exquisite living space

dressing area, glass-enclosed shower,

with floor-to-ceiling windows, lake suites

bathtub with an ultra-deep bathing well and

have impeccably furnished living and

a private toilet. In-room spa therapy suite is

entertaining areas with separate media and

also available.
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Gaming area

Coffee shop
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Located on the top floors of the hotel
tower, sky suites have a 278 sq m of
sumptuous bedroom and entertainment
space. Separate media and dining room are
provided. Each bedroom has a combination
of ‘his and hers’ bath with dressing area,
glass-enclosed shower, bathtub with an ultradeep bathing well and a private toilet. Inroom spa therapy suite is also available.
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Ballroom

Convention and meeting areas

conveniently located on the first floor,

Meeting and conference areas offer state-of-

accessible by escalator or dedicated

the-art facilities to ensure that the convention

elevators. It features 2,200 sq m of flexible,

spaces at Wynn Macau exceed guest

multi-purpose meeting space.

expectations. The convention area is

The grand ballroom is equipped with a
technically supported, theatrical-standard
stage. All meeting rooms may be divided
to accommodate several groups
simultaneously. All areas feature advanced
technology, including sophisticated
audiovisual equipment and both broadband
and wireless Internet capabilities.
Performance lake
Wynn Macau is equipped with a performance
lake, which houses over 200 water nozzles
and shooters and holds 3,028,329.44 liters
(800,000 gallons) of water. From lyrical
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Spa jacuzzi

Spa pedicure

Swimming pool

sweeps to the robust precision of vertical
jets, water elements arise from the basin to
capture both the subtlety and grandeur of the
music they accompany. The 1,000
individually controlled colored lights allow
for a choreographic masterpiece capable of
expressing a complexity of moods, rhythms
and emotions. Seven imposing fire
experiences burst forth to punctuate the
choreography during passionate phrases,

Fireworks show

adding a primal heat, light, and immediacy

Fast Facts

to the experience.
location

Rua Cidade de Sintra, Nape, Macau

motivated water fountains. Design and

opening date

September 6, 2006

invention join to express the unique character

accommodations

360 deluxe rooms
100 grand deluxe rooms
120 one-bedroom suites
10 lake suites
10 sky suites

WET Design develops contextually

of each project. Diverse physical and cultural
environments guide the design of a WET
fountain.
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AEI helps to light up Macau

C

abling leader AEI Cables has

capability. We are providing the full range of

provided the full range of products

cabling for all needs and it is a testimony to

for the first stage of the prestigious

our export team.”

Wynn Resort in Macau — and is now gearing

Distribution of the product has been
through Gelec, who have been distributing

up for the next phase.
The company has supplied cables for fire

the full range of AEI Cables products in Hong

performance, power, lighting, alarm systems

Kong for last eight years on many prestigious

and emergency detection equipment from

contracts and who recently opened a branch

its range for the newly-opened development

in Macau.

in Macau. It is following up by providing

The copper red, mirrored Wynn Macau

cabling for the second stage development of

building is the first casino to bring the best of

the luxury hotel-casino site which provides

Las Vegas-style luxury to this Chinese region.

a spectacular skyline feature.

The casino has 9,300 square metres of gaming

Tipped to become the world's largest

area, including a 1,000 square metre VIP

casino market, Macau was lit up as hotel

casino. The complex will also contain 600

owner Steve Wynn opened the resort in

five-star hotel rooms and suites, six gourmet

colourful style with a

restaurants, health club, pool, spa, shopping

huge firework display.

arcade and endless entertainment options.

David Fraser, Export

Phase 2 will include an additional 12,500

Director for AEI Cables,

square metres of casino space with 150

said: “These are major

gaming tables and 500 slot machines, two

developments and great

restaurants, retail space, a theatre, and a

projects to demonstrate

dramatic front feature attraction. Phase 2 is

our

estimated to be open later next year.

worldwide

